
 

TECHZEALOT’15 

 
COUNTER STRIKECOUNTER STRIKECOUNTER STRIKECOUNTER STRIKE    

Event Date:-27th Jan 2015 
Venue-Ssgbcoet Bhusawal 
 
1. Game Version: CounterStrike Condition Zero 
2. Players have to bring their own mouse, keyboards,  
headphones, and other peripherals to simulate their own  
best playing environment(optional).  
3. Tournament format: 5 vs. 5 (Team Play, 5 players per team)  
4. Winning a round : 
a. Team that kills all the members of the opposition team  
wins the round.  
b. If Terrorists successfully bomb a base then they win the  
round.  
c. If bomb is successfully diffused then CounterTerrorists win  
the round.  
5. A different map will be used each game. A knife round will  
decide which team gets to play Terrorist/CounterTerrorist  
first.  
6. Number of rounds increases as the tournament progresses.  
Teams switch sides at the halfway mark (i.e., Terrorists play  
as CTs and CTs become Terrorists). This information will be  
announced before the start of each match.  
7. In the case of a tie after the regulation rounds end, 6 extra  
rounds will be played as tiebreaker (3 as Terrorist and 3 as  
Counter Terrorist). Map used will be . The first team to win 4  
rounds wins the game.  

    



    
    
General Game Settings: General Game Settings: General Game Settings: General Game Settings:     
1. Start money $800  
2. Spectate is off, fadetoblack is on.  
3. Map time: 3 Mins 
4. C4 timer : 45 sec  
5. Freeze time: 5 sec  
6. Buy time: 30 seconds  
7. Friendly Fire: On  
 

ENTRY FEESENTRY FEESENTRY FEESENTRY FEES    FOR COUNTER STRIKE FOR COUNTER STRIKE FOR COUNTER STRIKE FOR COUNTER STRIKE :::: Rs.300(Rs60per person) 

First Price: - Rs1500/- 
Second Prize: - Rs1000/- 

 

 
““““NEED FOR SPEEDNEED FOR SPEEDNEED FOR SPEEDNEED FOR SPEED””””    

 
 
1. Game Version: Need For Speed : Most Wanted  
2. The game has to be played only on keyboard. Any other  
controllers are not permitted.  
3. Tournament Format : 
4 Players play at a time. The first two players to complete the  
race will advance to the next round ( no. of players who  
advance to the next round is subject to total number of  
registrations for the game).  
5. Winning a race:  
a. Sprint/Circuit : Winner is the person who finishes the race 
first.  
 



 
 
b. Speed Trap/Lap KnockOut : Winner is the person who 
finishes first or covers the most distance is no one finishes  
the race.  
6. At the end of each match, players must maintain the final  
screens and receive confirmation from a referee. Wining  
rules are subject to modification by Spandan organizing  
committee’s own discretion.  

 

Car Settings: Car Settings: Car Settings: Car Settings:     
1. All unlocked. Players will be given a limited amount of time  
to customize theirs cars to their liking. Default will be BEST. 
2. Junkman is not allowed.  
3. Personal save profile is NOT allowed.  

    
Courses: Courses: Courses: Courses:     
1. Predetermined by the Spandan organizing committee.  
2. Each Course may be modified by the Spandan organizing  
committee. Players will be informed before the tournament  
of any such modifications.  

    
Race Mode Options: Race Mode Options: Race Mode Options: Race Mode Options:     
Circuits\ Sprint \ Speed Trap \Lap KnockOut  
1. LAPS: At the discretion of organizing committee.  
2. N20: ON  
3. Units: Player’s own discretion.  
4. Car Damage: Off  

5. Rearview Mirror: Player’s own discretion. 

    
    
Advice For The Players:Advice For The Players:Advice For The Players:Advice For The Players: 
Players must conduct themselves in a reasonable manner and avoid the 
use of vulgar, offensive language as well as physical abuse.  

DisconnectionsDisconnectionsDisconnectionsDisconnections:  
Any disconnection of the connection between match players due to 
System, Network, PC, and/or Power problems/issues : 
1. Intentional: Upon judgment by the referee, any offending player will 
be charged with a loss by forfeit.  
2. Unintentional: If the disconnection is deemed to be unintentional by 
the referee, the match will be restarted. If any player does not agree to a 
match restart, that player will lose by default.  



    
    
Penalty for Unfair Play: Penalty for Unfair Play: Penalty for Unfair Play: Penalty for Unfair Play:     
1. Unfair Play: Use of any Cheat program     
2. Intentional disconnection  
3. Use of any settings exceeding standard and permitted  
settings 
4. If the match is disrupted due to unnecessary chatting, the  
player may be given a warning or lose by default at the  
referee’s sole discretion.  
5. Upon discovery of any player committing any violations  
regarded as unfair play, that player will be disqualified from  
the tournament.  
6.During the course of any match, the operations staff and/or  
referee may determine other actions to be unfair play at any  
time. Two warnings constitute being disqualified from the  
tournament.  
7. Giving out free wins to better an opposing team's position is  
regarded as cheating and may result in both teams being  
banned from the current competition.  
8. These rules are subject to modification by Spandan 
organizing committee’s own discretion. 
    
ENTRY FEES FOR NFSENTRY FEES FOR NFSENTRY FEES FOR NFSENTRY FEES FOR NFS:-Rs50/- per person    
First Price: - Rs1000/- 
Second Prize: -Rs750/- 

 

(All rights are reserved to be committee members) 

    
Student CoStudent CoStudent CoStudent Co----ordinators: ordinators: ordinators: ordinators:     
NFS – 1)Abhishek  Upadhyay:-  07385357636 
2) Satyam  singh:-   08793721775 
CS   – 1)Amit  Kashyap:-   09923129663 
2)Rakesh  Pawar:-   07276267161 


